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REPLICATION AND EMERGENCE !
IN THE EVOLUTION OF LANGUAGES !

4 Tomasello, 1999. Cultural origins of human 
cognition. !
5 Croft, 2000. Explaining language change. !
6 Ritt, 2004. Selfish sounds and linguistic 
evolution.!
7 Maye, Werker & Gerken, 2002, Cognition.!

That there is REPLICATION in the 
evolution of languages, but at a low 

level… sounds and word forms 
replicate. Forget about meanings!!

And all other linguistic entities 
like syntax, grammar, categories 
etc. are properties that EMERGE 

as we use the forms for 
communication. !

Wow!!

Yes! When a child says “More please”, 
the sound and word forms are similar 
to other tokens of those forms… The 
information comes from other forms 
of the same type. And the cause that 
she utters those and not other forms 
is her experience with other tokens of 

the same type…….!

Sperber1 says that A is a replica of B if:!
•  B is similar to A!
•  B is caused by A!
•  B’s structure  comes directly from A!

Monica 
Tamariz!

References!
1 Sperber, 2000. in Aunger (ed.) Darwinizing 
Culture.!
2  Gell-Mann, 1994. The quark & the Jaguar. !
3 Vihman et al., 2009, in Bavin (ed.) The 
Cambridge Handbook of Child Language!

Genes, the prototypical replicators, are also defined by their functions.!

Types are defined a posteriori by 
phonological categories, or by 
words’ referents.!

Same type?!

So, let’s say forms replicate… And what emerges?!

Isn’t that cheating?!

OK, replication, then… persuade me…!

Single bird rule: constant 
distance & align with neighbours !

Hmmm…!

Do sounds and lexical items meet your criteria for replication?!

Flock behaviour 
is emergent !

What are you trying to convince me of?! But what is REPLICATION? And EMERGENT PROPERTIES?!

And the biological traits 
that allow language may not 
relate to rules and patterns, 

but to vocal learning and 
imitation (for replication) 

and to symbolic association, 
inference, communication or 

categorization (allowing 
emergence). !

Mental constructs. !
Phonological categories emerge from using sounds7. 
And linguistic signs or constructions emerge from 

using words in context for communication. 
Grammatical categories and morphosyntactic rules 

also emerge in our minds with years of usage…!

Right, I’m almost convinced!!

What about you?!

Basically, what we can learn 
through vocal learning, 

faithfully imitating uttered 
forms, are replicators (a bit 
like birdsongs replicate their 
notes and phrases). More like 

Ritt’s6 replicators.!

So.... This perspective suggests we need to 
look at linguistic forms on their own. Signs 
or constructions may not be the units of 
the cultural evolution of languages.!

OK… So what?!

They are copied faithfully generation after 
generation, independently of their meaning.!

Sounds in speech like phones or 
prosodic patterns replicate each 
time they’re produced.  And so do 
stable combinations of sounds like 

words, idioms, collocations…!

MECHANISMS of replication include babbling3 and true imitation4.!

No! Only the form bit of the sign 
replicates! The meaning bit doesn’t!!

So is a linguistic replicator a sign or 
construction, like Croft’s linguemes5?!

And an emergent property of a complex 
system cannot be derived from properties 

of the system’s components2.!
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